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As Kendal Mountaineering Club
grows from strength to
strength it is with great pleasure
that we can introduce the inaugural edition of ‗The Crack‘.
Thanks to everyone for their
support and help in the development of this newsletter, particularly all those who have
eagerly offered lots of ideas for
articles, plus those who have
written articles for inclusion.
We have tried to include news
and views of both climbing and
complementary activities (which
revolve around the good things
in life—or those we can print

here—eating and drinking!).
Thanks to all the great suggestions for the newsletter name,
runners-up included ‗Off
Width‘ (Ian B.) and ‗Hard
Torque‘ (Shaw). The winning
name ‗The Crack‘ was also suggested by Shaw.
The next newsletter will be published in September, so get writing now...articles are best around
100-300 words, photos, etc.
most welcome.
Happy Reading & Climbing!

The Editor—Joanne

Why I joined Kendal MC...
Forthcoming meets:
 4-5 June—Wales trip (Ty
Powdwr)
 8 June—White Ghyll
 15 June—Robin Proctor
Scar
 22 June—Gimmer Crag
 29 June—Shepherd’s
Crag
 6 July—Pavey Ark

Joanne 'invited' me to write a
have been climb inactive for 8
short article for the first KMC
-10 years for various injury
newsletter....about anything
reasons although still quite
climbing, gear reviews, trips
mountain active.
this year. As I am
It happened like this;
semi-retired (having
Dave Sproson of
sold the OMM Ltd
Mountain warehouse
business) and Marian
is a very good
fully retired we have
(customer) friend and
had numerous trips
we had some splensince Xmas –inc. 3 ski
did Nordic ski days
trips and a visit to
out together on the
South America. Anyway that's our excuse. Mike and Marian Pennines. Last year
May 2009 he said, ―I
So gear reviews were
have been climbing with
out and too many trips to
someone who knows you at
describe so we thought we
the University, why don't you
would explain why we joined
join us for a climb‖. Well who
KMC as we are already memcould resist and then after
bers of 10 or so clubs. We
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paying only £14 I was blessed
(?) with this deluge of emails
which I tried to ignore for
some time until Marian found
some rock boots and, well,
climbing life begins again....
As we write we are fully
packed to cross Scotland on
the TGO Challenge, 14 days
backpacking across Scotland,
Lochailort to Montrose so
that's our excuse for not
turning out the next 2 weeks.
See you all soon and you are
welcome for a brew in Patterdale (opposite church and
next to vicarage)
Mike and Marian Parsons

Meets update
What a start to our Summer programme! At the time of writing, in
late May, with seven or eight meets
under our belts, we haven‘t yet been
troubled by a single drop of rain. Normally we are still in and out the climbing wall during April. The other notable feature of the season so far is the
high turn out of members, with numbers regularly between twenty and
thirty. Indeed, we are becoming a
victim of our own success, with
queues forming on routes at small
venues such as Raven Crag
Walthwaite. One solution has been to
have ‗split meets‘ with a choice of two
venues, both within reach of the postclimb pub. This seems to be proving
successful.
The opening Saturday of the season
coincided with a fine spell of weather,
enabling Max to entice members away
from Hutton Roof and up to the dizzy
heights of Long Scar on Pike O‘Blisco.
A willing band of volunteers were thus
able to check routes for the new
guide, and a good time was had by all.
Then it was back to the limestone for
the first few Tuesday evenings, kicking
off at Trowbarrow and featuring the
classic early season mistake – ‗just
time for one more‘. The light seemed
quite good when I set off up the last
route of the evening, but ten minutes
later the holds were getting hard to
spot, and I was pleased to accept a
handy top-rope from Ken. As we
stumbled our way out the quarry in
semi-darkness, lights were twinkling
high up on the wall. The caving enthu-

John Hollingworth
certainly good for you! Bouldering
improves your strength, helps you
Enjoyable meets
focus on body position and techfollowed at Farelton
nique and gets you ‗in tune‘ with
and Jackdaw Scar,
the rock. Highball problems or
then at last some
those above nasty landings are
decent bolt climbing
good for the head and demand a
at Giggleswick, a
controlled approach. A climbing
proper crag in Yorkweek with a good balance of boulshire tha knows. Eh
dering and routes is a perfect recbah gum it were
ipe for improvement. Hopefully
grand! As well as
this motivational pep talk will get
being in Yorkshire,
you out with those crash pads. I‘m
the main attraction
off to buy a new one, since my
of this crag is that
current modest pad has been deyou don‘t need to
John wrapping up on a scribed as a ‗briefcase‘ by a certain
buy a guidebook – it‘s typical Tuesday evenewsletter editor.
all free to download. ning meet
Looking ahead to the next part of
The only blip in the programme so far
the season, we‘ve got a feast of high
was our failure to get to the seaside.
crag experiences in prospect, with
The tides at Jack Scout weren‘t quite
Langdale at the centre of the action.
right, but at least I‘ve learned someMeets at Raven Crag, White Ghyll,
thing, which is that tide tables give
Gimmer, Dow, Pavey Ark and Kettle
times in GMT not BST. I‘m starting to
Crag will provide fine memories to
realise why on at least two occasions
sustain you through the winter
in the past, I‘ve ended up belaying up
months. But a note of caution if you
to my waist in water (actually it was
are less experienced – multi-pitch
up to my ankles, but that doesn‘t
routes on high mountain crags can
quickly lead to epics when things go
sound dramatic enough).
wrong. To avoid giving the mountain
At the time of writing our last meet
rescue team some practice (or worse
was at the bouldering venue of Newstill, missing the pub), learn how to
biggin Crag, with its amazingly sharp
abseil and to use prusick loops, team
rock and tricky little sit-start probup with more experienced climbers
lems. I know that not everyone is a fan
and be prepared for rapidly changing
of bouldering so I thought I‘d take this
weather. Don‘t worry if all this
opportunity to highlight its virtues.
sounds a bit daunting – we‘ve got
Okay, I concede that the prospect of
some meets on ‗friendly‘ low-level
struggling all night to lift your body off
crags in between, including another
a mat and scrape up ten feet of rock
couple of excursions into the white
might not seem that attractive, but it‘s
rose county. Hooray!
siasts were just getting started.

G E A R R E V I E W b y Jo a n n e
O M M ’ S ‘ TH E VI L L A I N’ 4 5 + 1 0 R L MS C
Owned for 18 months
Cost: rrp £115 (cheaper on t‘internet)
Used for:
 UK summer and winter climbing

 One trip to the Alps
 One hot rock trip
 Winter walking
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Good points:
 Very lightweight
 Rugged—no signs of wear or tear so
far
 Very comfortable, even when fully
loaded
 Does the job—plus some great gear

attachments on the front for axes /
poles / helmet / etc.
 Waterproof!
Bad points:
 Hip pockets get in the way when wearing with a harness & it has no gear loops
 It has a fixed lid which can make the
rucksack difficult to close properly when
full
Overall opinion:
There always seem to be a compromise
when buying a new rucksack. The advantages of the Villain far outweigh the disadvantages, but it isn‘t perfect. I would give it
4 out of 5 and definitely recommend it.
2

OMM—The Villain 45RL
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Hot Rock in Costa Blanca
I was a late addition to Kendal MC's
Costa Blanca trip organised by David J.
I deliberated long enough to pay enhanced rates for the air fares. Lesson
1: don't deliberate or procrastinate,
get it booked!. Only 3
KMCers: David J., Joanne and
myself , but we were joined
by Chris and Emma, both
friends of David. We were
also joined by the Marines on
arrival at Murcia airport!
(Chris's twin sons and their
friend).
An early departure from Kendal (4am) had a positive side,
this was a visit to Orihuela
Orihuela
which happened to be on the
way to our accommodation. ‗On the
way‘ was stretching it bit, particularly
when you are navigating with Chris's
map. Chris had great faith in this map,
the rest of us remain to be convinced.
Lesson 2: buy an up to date road map,
Spanish road maps go out of date
quickly! The crag was eventually found
by navigating by line of sight. It proved
to be a good introduction for the
week, we only scratched the surface
by climbing singe pitch climbs but
could see that the multi-pitch sport
climbs was this crag's main feature, six
pitch climbs being the norm here.
Our accommodation in La Vila Joiosa
proved to be excellent for our type of
trip. Situated on the coast between
Alicante and Benidorm it proved well
located for southerly destinations in
Costa Blanca while still OK for the
North. The house was a very old 4storey town house in a Spanish area
and was full of character. The costs
were lower than staying in a bunk
house or camping and the roof sun
terrace was superb.

by Shaw Brown

Joanne and I were dropped off at
Finestrat to climb the excellent
Espolon Central on Puig Campana. An
excellent mountaineering day out with
13 pitches and an overall grade of
F4+.The route has to be one of the
best days out in the Costa Blanca
no matter what grade you climb
at..get it done.
Tuesday dawned cold and with rain
in the air. Lazing the morning away
with an extended breakfast and cups
of coffee wasn't too tedious; it almost felt like a 'normal holiday'. The
weather improved in the afternoon
so Chris, as ever, was keen to get
on the rock. Toix TV was selected, a curious crag that bares
it's name from the copious microwave
antennas next to the crag. A rather
alarming drive to the microwave station ( past signs saying no access!)
reduced the walk in time considerably.
The climbing was pretty good, as is
the outlook.
Next day, parties split up again; the
Marines were off to Echo valley to
finish off the routes they hadn't done
on their previous two visits. David,
Chris and Emma had a date with a
singing chef and headed for Moraira.
Joanne and I were dropped off at Olta
which had a wider spread of grades,
though the F5s proved to be tough for
the grade. Olta has possibly one of the
best outlooks of all the Costa Blanca
single pitch crags. It also has a couple
of must do classics—Tuffa groove
(lives up to it's name) and Tai Chi, an
atmospheric rib with a fantastic outlook of Calpe. The train from Calpe to
La Vila Joiosa proved to be quick,
scenic and convenient.

Now that the train had been discovered a plan was hatched for a novel
Our first day climbing was well inland
enchainment the following day. The
at a venue called Forada. Any one
train was caught to Calpe and the
used to climbing in the Costa Duarada
connecting bus down to the port
would have felt at home, no buildings
where the Peñon d'Ifach can be found.
or builders, bliss! To be fair, Costa
We headed for Valencianos an 8 pitch
Blanca has matured, no pneumatic
5+. This has a major objective danger
drills were heard all week. We all had
of vicious seagulls. Joanne took some
a great day and David did
direct hits on the last
some serious new routing.
pitch and I learnt some
Lesson 3: if you run out of
new swear words. On
bolts, you have gone the
the route we bypassed a
wrong way. David seemed
scramble pitch by doing
less worried than we did
the crux of Polvos Magiabout being 30ft above his
cos (recommended),
last bolt.
though this was F6a+ it
Puig Campana: Espolón Central was still easier than the
The following day the Macrux of Valencianos at 5+
rines went to Echo valley and David,
(go figure out that one). A quick deChris and Emma were off to Recono.
3

scent down
through the
tunnel and then a Shaw at Levia
bare foot walk
along the beach to Calpe centre for
coffee. The walk to Toix West isn't to
be recommended but doing the enchainment was, particularly as the
route on Toix was excellent (Espolon
Limaban). The walk back to the train
wasn't looking too attractive however
an excellent day was capped off with a
lift from people met at Toix who I had
climbed with in the past!
We tried another enchainment later,
the less said about the better
(particularly the 30ft whipper I took
on a 4+). Lesson 4...5 minutes on the
train equates to a lot of walking, particularly when you have no idea where
the station is!
It was about this time news of the
Volcanic ash cloud started to come in.
Much procrastination took place when
our flights were cancelled but I can't
say we were very dismayed!
We managed to squeeze in more visits
to local crags while also arranging
alternative transport. David managed
to get on a bus home 3 days after our
cancelled flight. When we dropped off
David at Murcia airport (on the road
by 5am) the rest of us used the opportunity to go to Levia. This is a big
crag in a remote setting. Joanne and I
did a classic 6 pitch 5+ while Chris and
Emma did something a bit harder
(Emma's first multi pitch climb!). Our
climb had superb situations and it was
a great day out. You need to be climbing 6b to get onto the best lines but
don't let that stop you visiting if you
are climbing lower grades. We found a
restaurant and then back to La Vila
Joiosa for midnight, a long day!
Feeling a bit climbed out we decided
to walk from Finestrat to Sella. It
proved to be an excellent trip skirting
around the El Castellets ridge, ending
at the Sella climbing area. While at
Sella word came in that rescue flights
were being organised so we thought
we better head back, do the decent
thing and book a flight home.
I now feel more inclined to go back
than previous trips, probably driven by
the excellent looking El Castellets
ridge and other similar adventures. I
hope we can see a few more KMCers
on Hot Rock next year.
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Encounters with the crag mart
An article posted via BMC...
Retreating to remote craggy areas is a
fantastic way to spend a weekend, but
for one of Britain‘s rarest
mammals, the pine marten,
just such a retreat might
have been their saving
grace. Now, as The Vincent Wildlife Trust steps
up its efforts to detect and
conserve these rare catsized carnivores, climbers
are being asked to keep a
look out for them and to
report any sightings.

by Dr Neil Jordon, Pine Marten Project

Clearly, as well as providing great
climbing and bouldering opportunities,
these areas have something to offer
pine martens too. Craggy and
rocky areas provide alternative 3D habitats in which
martens can breed relatively
safe from their main predator, the fox. Normally, tree
cavities in woodlands would
be favoured for this, but our
woodlands are now generally
lacking in old growth features, and it seems
that pine martens
have been seeking
out alternatives.

Cumbria and the Lake District (where
they were even known locally as ‗crag
marts‘), across Northumberland and
in North Yorkshire. Pine martens have
also been reported in the Peak district. A good number of these sightings were made on steep cliffs, and in
craggy areas and rocky outcrops, so,
the next time you‘re out in these
craggy areas, remember to keep your
eyes peeled and you could be lucky
enough to spy one of these elusive
and spectacular mammals.
To report a pine marten
sighting in England or
Wales or for more information on pine martens
and getting involved in our
work, please visit
www.pinemarten.info,
‗phone 01531 636441, or
email neiljordan@vwt.org.uk.

Although typically considered a woodland animal, pine martens are also
Recent sightfound in crags and
ings reports
rocky outcrops. It
collected by
Beware
when
placing
is even suggested
show clear
gear—they have a
that by retreating
‗hotspots‘
to these areas, pine
tendency to nibble
concentrated
marten populations
in and around
were able to cling
Snowdonia in
on through prolonged periods of deWales, and across the north
forestation and persecution.
of England, particularly in

Neil Jordan, Pine Marten
Project Manager, The Vincent Wildlife Trust

Climbers’ comments
Readers thoughts, letters and advice...
If you would like to comment on climbing,, ask for advice from a panel of experts, have experiences that you need to share,
or just want to get something off your chest...then this is the place to do it.

Soloing, is it justifiable and
responsible?
Ian B. comments:
1) Famous last words: ―It‘s OK, as
long as you stay in your comfort
zone…‖
2) Depends on the landing zone!
3) …―Responsible‖. Is any climbing
responsible?
Shaw comments:
The short answer is yes. However
there is not really a short answer, so I
will keep the long answer as short as
possible. Some climbers regard soloing
as unjustifiable, while a high percentage of the general public regard climbing as unjustifiable, it's all a matter of
perception. Soloing is not to be
treated lightly, it's not rocket science
to work out what the consequences
of a error could be. The same can be
said for lead climbing and more mundane activities like cycling and driving.
I will pick on cycling because it is an

easy target (sorry). We all know the
dangers of cycling and the potential
for accidents from our own errors
and other road users (objective dangers!). We use our skills gained from
training and practice to minimise accidents from our own errors (ride
within our abilities) and we use our
knowledge to reduce the objective
dangers (using quiet roads for example). The same can be applied with
soloing, by climbing within your abilities (gained by practice and training)
and minimising objective dangers
(climb on solid rock). It is no different
to cycling or many other activities, just
a matter of perception. That all said,
be careful out there and only solo if
you have to feed that particular rat!
[yawn....]
Loz comments:
All climbing is an expression of free
will and independence. Shaking free
the shackles of ordinary life, living for
the moment and making potentially life
altering decisions, with soloing being
the ultimate manifestation of this.

Is it responsible behaviour? Who cares.
Soloing well within your capabilities on
good rock and a familiar route, seems
a reasonable level of risk with the
outcome fairly certain. However, remember all the good climbers killed in
exactly these circumstances, Williams
and Bachar to name but two. And
perhaps spare a thought for the loved
ones left behind, as their lives are
being gambled with as much as your
own.
Can it be justified? Probably not.

“One of us is in serious trouble”

If you would like to suggest a topic for the next edition, or have something you want to share, please send an e-mail to newsletter@kendalmc.org
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Cautley Spout in winter condition—Ian Bradley reports
even worse. Problem solved, my
Mick and Bill soon followed.
regular partner Mick has a 4x4 and
Above was a pleasant short easy
The Lakes was plastered in snow
knew how to
ice pitch and more
over the holiday period. The probuse it. But, it
fun scrambling. Anlem was, it was the ‗wrong type of
wasn‘t necesother big pitch apsnow‘. Thigh deep powder snow
sary. An easy
peared which didn‘t
and no freeze-thaw just made
drive in and
stop Mick for long.
climbing, at least for me, hard
there it was –
Whilst I belayed him,
work and unpleasant. The persis250m of froI wondered why he‘d
tent cold just meant that the snow
zen grade III
taken the line he did
hadn‘t consolidated. The first
waterfall half a
until I arrived there
weekend in the new year, I‘d
mile away and
and realised there
climbed Pendulum Ridge [III] – it
with a flat
was just a big hole
was covered in powder. It just felt
walk-in! My
and water on the
hard with any placement or gear
ideal mountain
‗obvious‘ line from
invisible… so unpleasant that I
route. And it
below.
didn‘t feel happy leading – it was
was a cracking Ian approach ice pillar on pitch 1
also my first route of the season
Another couple of
morning; clear
and so may
short scrambly ice pitches brought
blue skies and not a
have contribus to the final pitch. It looked subreath of wind.
uted to this
perb, and long. Despite offering
“Rumour had it that the
feeling of inseHalf an hour after
Mick the lead, I ended up on the
3-star Cautley Spout
curity. Howgetting out of the
sharp end. Really pleasant climbing
ever. I
car, we geared up at
on slightly sugary snow-ice
waterfall was in nick”
bumped into
the start of the
brought me to the top after about
Shaw and his
gorge. A pleasant
60m. Bill and Mick had been solodad. Cliff, who caught me up on
solo scramble on ice brought the
ing up behind me as I looked for a
the walk-in (to my embarrassthree of us, Mick, Bill and I, to the
belay as the rope was only 50m
ment), was pleased to walk and
first and crux pitch. 30m of waterlong! The weather was just starttalk with me [between my gasps]
fall with water still running reared
ing to turn with the odd snow
at my more reasonable pace
above us, where Annette and
flurry. But no worries, just a hun[compared to Shaw]! Talking to
party were ensconced. Mick ofdred meters away was the ‗path‘
Shaw and Cliff that day was one
fered me the pitch to my surprise,
down.
which I apprehensively accepted.
reason I joined the KMC!
What a day out! Fantastic climbing
I‘d never climbed a
The next weekon a route I‘d first heard of 30
pure icefall before,
end came, the
years ago. It was one I‘d wanted to
never mind one at my
fells still very
do for a long time. I just thought
limit!
white and from
I‘d never be good enough, never
reports on the
After ignoring the pulbe free when it was in and if I was,
web, covered in
sating slush gully for a
probably couldn‘t find a partner. It
thigh deep powpleasant icy rib, I arjust goes to show, you can be
der. Good skiing if
rived at the start of the
lucky.
you could get up
steep section. A good
there, but as sevice-screw gave me coneral skiers found
fidence although I
out the hard way,
nearly lost all that
when, through poor
beware wind slab!
Approaching Cautley Spout
technique, a crampon
So where to go?
skidded. A good icicle
Rumour had it that the 3-star
thread brought me to the final
Cautley Spout waterfall in the
very steep section. A poor wire
Howgills was in nick – great if we
and ice screw tempted me further
could get there. The route is at a
upwards and onto the narrow
very low altitude (350m), so it
pillar before the top. Another ice
needs a prolonged freeze to form.
screw and a rock peg, good placeIt was only in for a few days either
ments and up I went. At the top a
side of our ascent despite the arcbomber rock hook allowed a pull
tic conditions since late Decemround onto a spacious ledge and
ber! Kendal was a skating rink, all
belay. The grin started at that
the Lakeland high passes were
point and didn‘t leave my face for
closed, so presumably the roads
the rest of the day.
to Sedburgh and beyond would be
Cautley Spout, 9th January 2010

Mick on Pitch 2
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Polly’s fine dining kitchen
Recipes and complementary wines—Just what you need
after a hard day on the crag!

Polly’s beef and ale casserole

A meltingly tender casserole, delicious served with creamy mash and so easy to make.
Ingredients / Serves 4
2tbsp sunflower oil

utes. Pour over the ale and bring to the boil.
Return the beef to the casserole and season lightly and bring

450g

stewing steak

2

large onions – thickly sliced

to a simmer- cover and put straight into oven (130˚C) for 4/6
hours.

2 tbsp light brown fair-trade soft brown sugar
1tbsp

Wine (Polly’s advice)

plain flour

This beef casserole should be served with a warmed red
wine.

2 tbsp balsamic vinegar
500ml strong pale ale
Method

Polly’s beef and ale casserole

Heat 1tbsp of the oil in a
thick bottomed casserole and fry the beef on the hot plate
in 2 or 3 batches until lightly browned– keeping each
batch warm as you remove it.
When you have completed the browning add the remaining oil to the pan and add the onions sauté on the simmering plate or 5 or 6 minutes or until softening. Add
sugar, flour and balsamic vinegar and stir for 3 or 4 min-

My choice is a wonderful wine that forms the
base of all chianti but in my opinion is good
enough to drink unblended . Sangiovese .
Grown in the warm Tuscan climate, Welldefined notes of liquorice and cedar on the
nose are followed by an intense yet mediumbodied palate crammed with flavours of red and
black cherries. Majestic have a good selection
starting at £5.99.

Pear and blackberry up-side down pudding
Serves 4: A delicious pudding prepared in minutes using a microwave oven (Polly sometimes cheats just like Delia!)
Ingredients

invert on to a plate. Serve warm with cream or custard.

100g golden syrup
1
lemon, rind grated
100g blackberries
3
ripe pears, peeled, cored and quartered
For the cake

If you don't have a microwave, preheat the oven to 180°C/350°
F/Gas 4. Make the cake as for the microwave, but leave out
the milk. Bake for 35-40 minutes.
Cool in the tin for about 10 minutes before turning out.

100g
butter, softened
100g
light muscovado sugar
100g
self-raising flour
2
eggs
3 tbsp milk
cream or custard, to serve
Method

Complementary liquid refreshment…

Lightly butter a 1.4L/2½pt nonmetallic gratin dish or a 20cm/8in microwave cake dish.
Spoon the golden syrup over the base of the dish, and
then sprinkle over the lemon rind. Scatter over the blackberries and pears, cut side up.
Beat together all the cake ingredients with an electric
hand whisk for 2-3 minutes until light and fluffy. Spoon
the mixture over the fruit and level the top.
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Microwave on High for 12 minutes until the cake begins
to come away from the sides of the dish (Polly cheats
too!). Stand for 5 minutes, then loosen the edges and

Some would say the only liquid to serve with a pudding
is custard, however a dessert wine served correctly can
complement the sweet flavours of your pudding. Dessert wine is served at room temperature and in a
smaller glass than your average wine glass. They are not
all honey sweet syrup that sticks to the roof of your
mouth. My choice to complement the blackberries in
this dish would be an Italian Vin Santo. But, and here lies
the problem, finding it. I tend to keep an eye open in wine
stores and if I see a bottle I buy it, so I have always got a bottle
on the rack. You can buy it on line and Marks and Spencer
advertise a 1990 Vin Santo del Chianti Rufina, Villa di Monte
(half bottle) at £15.99. Expensive but if you are throwing a dinner party and want to impress your guests there is no better
way than serving this.
THE CRACK
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Kendal
Mountaineering
Club

Old Man of Hoy by Cliff Brown
The brave plans of nights before.
Our timid minds, alcohol soaked.
And we dream and toss the almost asleep night away.
Soft and warm in the morning awaiting tea and reality.

To email everyone:
kendalmc@kendalmc.org
President: nettymif@hotmail.com
Newsletter / Secretary:
joanne.larty@gmail.com

The silent breakfast and the still walk to the now regretted challenge.
Wondering why we are here as in the gloom on the bird infested moor
it rises impossible above the cliff tops.
Screaming gulls, and tottering sandstone, swelling sea, vertigo and the
desire to run away.
Then down the bucket steps not daring to look
And then the old familiar things, harness up you not so brave lads (oh
my god)
Rack the gear uncoil the ropes red and blue.

Meets:
john.hollingworth@cumbria.ac.uk
Treasurer:
polly4sheasby@btinternet.com
Next Newsletter: Sep 2010
Send articles or ideas to Joanne
(newsletter@kendalmc.org)

www.kendalmc.org

Envy the seals, nonchalant coping with rocks and surf.
Their heads turn and with bright eyes look at us.
Slowly as we climb the route unfolds.
Overhanging crack with old rotting wooden
wedges rounded seagull shit covered ledges.
Fights with spewing Fulmars.
Delights with Puffins and Sea Pink.
Then the top, blue sky and the Stromness Ferry on
the rising falling sea.
A time for delight and photos and Mars bars.
To suddenly the vague uneasy feeling of awful abseil
points
The rusting pegs the unknown how deeply drilled bolts.
It‘s time to go.
Free and frightened, down, now alone now together.
Slowly the bottom meets us.

The next BMC Lakes Area Gathering:
Skiddaw Hotel, Main Street, Keswick, Mon 7th
June at 7pm
Usual update stuff and argumentative banter,
plus Maxine Willett from the Mountain Heritage Trust.
For further details see UKC & BMC website

Sun is setting it‘s light and shade on glowing sandstone.
A special day.
The tension bursts we talk and laugh, safe, life is perfect once again
The Old Man of Hoy was climbed by Cliff in 1980, the poem was written the
same evening, but only discovered many years later in a biscuit tin.

Special report: excuses for not leading the first hard pitch of the day…
You’ve probably heard them thousands of times, but just in case you need a new excuse next
time. All taken from recent KMC meets—you know who you are!

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

I was in the Castle for a long ses6. I lead first last time
sion last night
7. I‘ve forgotten my rope
I had a heavy bouldering session
8. I‘ve only brought one boot
the day before yesterday and my
arms still ache
9. It looks like it might
rain, you‘ll be quicker
I‘ve not climbed for
a while and I‘m still
“Are you sure the route
10. Off-widths are not
getting used to
my strength
starts
here?”
proper rock and
11. I‘m not the climber I
no axes again
used to be, 10 years ago
My hands are cold
I could climb E2 with my
eyes
closed
My feet are cold
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12. I need to warm up first
13. The light is fading (common excuse post 9pm on KMC Tues
evening meets)
14. I pulled a [add body part] muscle
last week
15. Are you sure the route starts
here?
16. Is that the rack we‘re using? It
looks like it‘s from the 1960s

